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Resum 
El present projecte final de carrera tracta l’ús eficient de diferents recursos energètics 
mitjançant un programa informàtic desenvolupat per a tal fi. L’estalvi energètic s’ha constituït 
com un dels principals objectius per una política de reducció de costos, i les microgrids o 
smart grids tenen un paper clau tan en àmbits empresarials com domèstics. Aquest treball 
pretén aportar solucions d’estalvi energètic per a la producció, l’emmagatzematge i el 
consum d’energia. També vol introduïr l’energia com un elment més de la cadena de 
subministrament d’una empresa o organització, i optimitzar-la com a tal. 
La combinació de l’ús eficient de l’energia i la introducció de les energies renovables, fa que 
el grau de complexitat dels sistemes de gestió energètica augmenti. Existeix també una 
conciència que promou la generació energètica distribuïda pel territori per evitar pèrdues 
degudes al transport i la dependència de grans centrals consumidores de recurssos fòssils o 
nuclears. S’ha desenvolupat un model matemàtic que descriu les característiques essencials 
i més determinants, per a la seva optimització. El model es divideix en variables i paràmetres 
agrupades en equacions de producció, emmagatzematge, distribució i consum. Finalment 
s’avaluen els costos d’explotació d’aquests elements més determinants per a obtenir una 
funció objectiu de costos, a minimitzar.  
L’objectiu final és una eina d’ajuda a la presa de decisions, assistida per ordinador. Aquesta 
eina que s’ha creat és una combinació d’un software d’optimització implementat en una 
plataforma comercial (GAMS), i una base de gestió de la informació relacionada que resulti 
familiar per a l’usuari (Excel). Un cop desenvolupada aquesta aplicació s’ha provat en dos 
casos que representen el primer un ús domèstic del sistema, i el segon un ús més 
empresarial.  
En aquest treball té en compte els elements de generació energètica més comuns, com els 
molins de vent i les plaques solars. Tracta amb la xarxa elèctrica convencional com a 
subministrador energètic i, sense voler entrar a fons en les possibilitats que preveu l’actual 
legislació en aquest país, també la tracta com a receptor dels excedents de la nostre propia 
micro-xarxa. L’ús d’altres energies derivades dels subministradors, com podria ser la tèrmica 
no formen part de l’abast del projecte.  
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2. Introduction 
After several decades of energy overuse, the scientific community has started to work hard 
towards achieving efficient energy systems. Nowadays, energy management becomes one 
of the biggest scientific issues in all fields. The main challenge for the next years will be 
integration of different energy producers as well as new technical applications without either 
affecting their performance or increasing their cost. 
Microgrids are distributed generation and storage energy systems,  located close to demand 
delivers [1]. They allow collecting and distributing electricity from many small energy sources, 
instead of coming from large, conventional and centralized facilities. That means a reduction 
of transportation losses, more flexible and autonomous operation, and quickly response 
towards different scenarios. Renewable energy sources have been developed and integrated 
to this kind of energy supply technology. Thus, the use of renewable distributed systems can 
minimize the dependency on fossil fuels and the energy cost. On the other hand these 
systems require investments in electric devices, complex management tools and numerous 
data. 
As a contribution to the energy management science, this work presents an energy planning 
tool that can be applied to different systems. The developed tasks are oriented towards 
optimum use of energy, best production management, high process efficiency, and less 
environmental impact. The novelty is to include the energy demand management within the 
same model as a decision variable. The mathematical equations describing the demand 
conditions add flexibility to the system to obtain an optimal scheduling of consumption. 
2.1. Motivation and Objectives 
The main objective of this work is to provide a general scheduling of energy demand, 
minimizing costs and environmental impacts. Process System Engineering (PSE) 
techniques, computer knowledge in simulation and optimization tools have been used to 
optimize production, storage, demand and cost. 
This work has the origin in a project called Nobadis (Basic Electric Distribution Nodes). This 
project was developed in CEPIMA centre group of UPC in collaboration with Wattpic Energia 
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Intel·ligent S.L. 1 and with financial support of ACCIÓ program from the Generalitat de 
Catalunya 2. The project was based on a real microgrid of a farmhouse in Girona called Mas 
Roig, developed in a framework of a European Project. In this farmhouse there were different 
energy sources: fuel-dependent (utility grid and diesel generator) and renewable 
(photovoltaic and wind turbines), these sources were connected to an energy microgrid and 
distributed with an expertly control system.  
With this know-how, it has been developed, tested and optimized a new model 
characterization in different environments. Firstly the original farmhouse case with two 
different approximations: simplified and rigorous, has been presented. Moreover an industrial 
case study has been introduced to show a different application of the same management 
tool. 
A user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been provided as a prototype for results 
interpretation. The objective is clarifying the amount of information which concerns this 
problem in one single platform. This GUI prototype represents the key concepts of the 
information to be transmitted to an IT department for building a final GUI user version. Thus 
the first implementation of the prototype will help to recognize, validate, and understand the 
whole behaviour of the problem. 
2.2. Energy Systems Engineering 
There is a large work on modelling and optimisation of the supply chain in the chemical 
process industry. Supply chain management is the integration of business processes from 
end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add 
value for costumers [2]. This theme is a frontier topic of many fields related to the industrial 
engineering. Chemical engineering is one of these specialties and publications towards this 
area are in constant growing.  
Energy system engineers study distribution systems, energy conversion plants and works to 
improve energy storage systems and manage the efficient use of energy in process systems. 
These professionals also consider the secondary effects of energy usage from a local 
                                                
 
 
1
 More information available at www.wattpic.com 
2
 More information available at http://www.acc10.cat/ACC1O/cat/innovacio-tecnologica/ 
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environmental impact, regional and national economic impact and global climate change 
perspective. 
One of the main objectives of energy supply chains is to synchronize and coordinate the 
energy flows that go along the energy grid. Energy management and process scheduling can 
contribute to this objective. 
2.3. Scope and Contribution 
The system under study (microgrid) has a set of physical elements (power sources, energy 
consumers, energy batteries, etc.). The microgrid consists of a single or multi-node network 
and has the possibility to be connected to the utility grid, allowing respectively, the internal 
and external trade of energy. The problem variables include the demand period to consume, 
the type of energy sources to use, and finally the more efficient behaviour of the storage 
system [3].  
The decisions of a problem belong to the tactical level decision making hierarchy Figure 1. 
The tactical decisions include time frames of less than a year; these decisions usually result 
in making relatively major changes but stay within the existing structure of the organization. 
In this case the energy management decisions don’t affect the design of the microgrid. It’s 
time horizon is a day but it can be adapted to the requirements of a different kind of days to 
conform a week or a month. 
In the tactical level, decisions are taken in a higher time scale as a result of planning 
necessities. The operational details are less specified that it should be in a lower level. The 
operational level includes control system such a SCADA, alarms and atomization of system 
response that are not considered in this work.  
 
Figure 1 Supply chain decision levels 
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3. Microgrid characterization 
Microgrids have several elements which form a Microgrid Energy System (MES) [3] This 
kind of system has usually a monitoring and control software, which sometimes includes 
functions such a SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), energy management, 
generator and demand management, system reconfiguration, etc. These control applications 
as well as smart meters are connected to final devices such an consuming devices, energy 
producers and energy storages. A graphical example is presented in Image 1.  
3.1. Energy sources 
Microgrids are regionally limited energy generation systems. There can have several energy 
sources integrated at the same way such a solar energy, wind power, hydropower plants or 
combustion plants. There are also connected to the utility grid by a point of common 
coupling. 
Energy generators can be classified in large central conventional generators, or on-site 
generators. The first conventional generators use the traditional transmission utility grid and 
distribution infrastructure. The on-site generators are integrated in a single distributed energy 
system. The use of renewable distributed generation grids can minimize the dependency on 
fossil fuels and the derived carbon dioxide emissions. 
3.2. Energy storage 
The energy storage is one of the key points of general management. This element can 
regulate the energy flows between supply and demand. The storage placement is also 
located nearby the demand site in order of minimize the transport loses. 
The storage is composed by different batteries which have a maximum power that can 
supply within the energy limitations. However, the energy batteries have losses depending 
on the storage yield. This yield represents the efficiency of batteries as a parameter of the 
system. 
3.3. Energy consumers and demand 
The consumers represent specific devices connected to a microgrid. These consumers have 
a specific nominal power which represents the consumer load of this device. The amount of 
energy consumed by these devices is the demand of a certain period of time. 
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Image 1 Example of Microgrid 
3.4. Nobadis microgrid 
The Nobadis microgrid is an energy supply system implemented in a real farmhouse. The 
energy sources are photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, diesel generator and the utility grid. 
These set of energy sources are connected to the microgrid expert control system and 
coupled with demand devices. 
One of the novelties of these energy sources were the solar photovoltaic panels. A previous 
research has designed new solar panels able to follow the solar course along the day while 
they are connected to their own batteries, leading to increase in the efficiency of energy 
capture. This source was implemented in the farmhouse for some years and it was the most 
successful renewable technology.1 
The energy consumptions of the farmhouse were its real energy demand provided by the 
inhabitant of the farm. After analysing these values it has concluded that the real farmhouse 
data was not a suitable example. The single inhabitant of the farmhouse did not spend 
                                                
 
 
1
 More information about solar panels at www.wattpic.com 
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enough energy to require a production plan. The operation system was oversized and the 
deviation between low demand levels and supply capabilities was really high. 
Moreover, another conclusion was taken during the analysis of the real data. The 
technological system of Nobadis farmhouse is a prototype and needs more economical 
efforts to reach its technical proposal. Some elements of the supply technology system were 
not really ready to operate in a continuous period of time. Nevertheless, the core objectives 
of the aforementioned project were successfully accomplished, and the farmhouse was able 
to operate individually using windmills and solar panels. 
 
 
Image 2 Mas Roig pilot system 
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4. The mathematical model 
Mathematical modelling is used to describe as far as possible relationships between certain 
physical situations. This mathematical approach of the reality is very useful in some fields. 
The modeller needs to create mathematical equations to represent the elements of the 
system and its related characteristics that determine his proposals. 
The elements of the model are divided in parameters and variables which its distinction is not 
always clear cut and it depends on the context. Frequently the quantities which can be 
measured alone in an experiment are variables, and the constant values related to the 
equipment or natural properties are parameters. To characterize this variables and 
parameters along the system bounds, the model include indexes as a set of elements. 
Mathematical equations have been set up describing the model behaviour from tactical point 
of view. That means the specific technical attributes and operational parameters and 
variables have been omitted. The modelling techniques applied to this problem are based on 
problems of PSE and scheduling area. 
Indexes, parameters and variables of the system are conveniently defined at the Glossary. 
The following points present and explain the equations of mathematical model and the 
modeller decisions. The implementation of these equations in the optimization software 
appears in ANNEX I 
4.1. Modeling decisions 
The study of changes in a system along a time horizon can be treated in different ways. In 
this work it has decided to discretize the time horizon in fixed length slots in order to 
rationalize the amount of input information, to be adapted to real data systems and to 
actualize the system procedure. 
Figure 2 shows an example of discretization within slots of 15 minutes. This time interval 
(DT) can be variable and depends on the modeller, the system or the technical 
specifications. The length of these periods is relative to a time horizon and it needs to be 
clear to recognize the meaning of results. 
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Figure 2 An example of discretization of the problem 
The other modelling decision is to aggregate some similar little loads in a single consumption 
load. This kind of consumers has the objective to group auxiliary loads such as the lights in 
comparison with the main loads as dishwasher in houses or unit reactor in industries. 
One of the main characteristics of this work is the modelling the demand features. 
Consumption has some parameters which define its own behaviour, such as the power 
demand and the number of repetitions during the time horizon. 
4.2. Model sets 
The system has a specific sets referring to energy sources (i), energy storage (k) and energy 
consumers (j) that represents all of energy consumers. The number of intervals (n) is related 
to the fixed time slot (DT).  
In addition to these main sets there is set of repetitions ( f ) that are the number of 
consumption times of the same device depending on the number of discreet intervals that it 
cope. These repetitions couldn’t exist in the same interval because it represents the same 
device. 
4.3. Energy production 
Equation (1) establishes the power level of each energy source (i) in certain period of time 
(n). In this equation the binary variable     defines whether the energy production     is 
active or not, and convert the production bounds    
    and    
    to zero when there is no 
production. Consequently the power level will be necessary zero in that period of time. 
    
               
                          
(1) 
The binary variable     determines if the energy producer is active or not in every time 
interval. 
     {
             
              
                      
(2) 
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One of the main differences between renewable and non-renewable sources is that the 
renewable ones are not controllable generating sources. This fact needs to change the 
bounder parameters to maintain a single level of     with    
       
    in equation (1) to 
force the limiting parameters to be equal. 
To determine the total power supply of the energy producers is necessary to define a total 
power production    ,. This variable gives us important information about the power level in 
each period.  
     ∑   
 
   
             
(3) 
4.4. Energy storage 
Each storage (k) has its own energy limits this information is related to the capacity of the 
batteries. Equation (4) shows the storage level      for each period of time. 
    
            
                  (4) 
Equation (5) defines the energy balance of the storage. The input streams are the battery 
loads        , and the output stream is the storage supply     . Both streams modify the 
storage level. There is an important hypothesis in this field; the storage system is composed 
by different batteries. This hypothesis can allow charge and discharge of the storage system 
at the same time.  
A new parameter has implemented as a representation of energy loses of the battery. The 
storage yield     is the fraction of energy level that decrease in every slot. 
                             (   )                   
(5) 
4.4.1. Constraint related to the storage parameters 
The following constraints represent the storage parameter of nominal power capacity        . 
Equation (6) and (7) represents the nominal power of the storage system, and the capacity of 
batteries to supply the microgrid. 
                    
(6) 
                      
(7) 
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4.5. Demand properties and energy consumption 
The two main concepts related to the energy demand are the location along the time horizon, 
and the amount of necessary energy to be supplied. The consumption time is fixed as a 
demand parameter, and also there is an initial time and final time for each consumption.  
In Figure 3 there is an advancement of the resulting Gantt Chart. The consumer j1 on his 
first repetition f1 has his initial time limit at period n=72, and its final time limit at n=168. The 
energy demand last 48 intervals and starts elapsed to 24 intervals. 
 
Figure 3 Gantt Chart cropped slice 
4.5.1. Time limits of the consumptions 
The consumption of each device starts in a single period of time located between the 
parameters that characterize every repetition ( f ). The units of these values are “number of 
periods of time”. 
                                   (   )     
(8) 
The final time is defined by equation (9) . 
                               (   )     
(9) 
4.5.2. Binary variables assignation 
The binary variable       remarks the initial time interval of consumption. Each device has 
different repetitions depending on the numbers of times to be activated. 
       {
               (           )
                      (       ) 
                      
(10) 
On the other side the binary variable       defines in which interval the consumption turns 
off. The binary variable       defines the number of different repetitions as the number of the 
binary variables for each device. 
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       {
               (            )
                      (       ) 
                    
(11) 
4.5.2.1. Big M formulation 
The Big-M method is common in the Process System Engineering as well as in the 
Operation Research science. It is used to employ a enough big value called Big M, in order 
to force any binary variable to take a certain value. 
In this case, the binary variables responsible for starting and finishing the time will be active 
(value=1) only when the constraints allow that. 
 (       )  (       )      
(12) 
 (       )  (       )      
(13) 
Equation (12) and (13) allow the binary variable       to be active only at the equal or lower 
time intervals of the initial time consumption       while equations (14) and (15) allow the 
binary variable       to be active at equal or higher values of than      . The combination of 
both equations fixes the binary variables at the starting period of time. The final period of time 
is regulated similarly to the starting time.  
 (       )  (       )      
(14) 
 (       )  (       )      
(15) 
4.5.3. Discretization constraints 
The following equations are referred to binary variables involved in the modelling of time 
discretization. 
 ∑      
 
  (                  )
   (16) 
Equations (16 and (17 fix a necessary initial and final time interval for each consumption (j) in 
each repetition (f). The model determines these points and the related schedule of the 
energy consumption in a whole day. 
 ∑      
 
  (       )
   (17) 
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The following equation represents the necessary finalization of all consumptions. This 
equality forces the system to have a final period in a time horizon. 
 ∑      
 
       
 ∑      
 
      
   (18) 
Equation (19 forces all of consumptions which have an initial interval to have a final interval 
too. 
 ∑      
 
   
 ∑      
 
   
 
(19) 
The binary variable       remarks when the consumption is active or not, independently if 
the period of time is initial or final.  
       {
                   (                 )
                   
                      
(20) 
Thus, the condition to avoid overlapped consumptions at the same unit is restricted by the 
following constrain. 
       ∑       
 
    
 ∑       
 
    
 
(21) 
4.5.4. Energy demand 
The energy demand is calculated by multiplying the nominal power      by its real duration, 
in units of time, and divided by its duration, in units of corresponding time intervals, of this 
consume. Finally this value is multiplied by the binary variable that represents if the consume 
is active, has started or has finished in this interval. 
           
                   
          
                   (   )      
(22) 
The value of            depends on the horizon time and the interval time and it is up 
rounded for the non-integer values. For very long intervals the amount of error could be 
relevant. 
                    (
            
 
  ) 
(23) 
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Moreover, it is necessary to calculate the energy demand for each consumer in every time, 
equation (24). 
         ∑          
  
(   )   (   )
 
(24) 
During the discretization interval, the power level demand has to be balanced with the power 
level of supply. The following  
                         
(25) 
          ∑           
  
   
 
(26) 
The following equation determines the power level for each interval. 
              
(27) 
4.5.5. Energy Balance 
The last constraint of the model and one of the most important once is the energy balance. 
This equation evaluates the capability of the system to cover the demand. 
 ∑      
 
   
                   ∑       
 
   
      
(28) 
The values of power levels in each interval have been converted to energy, and the 
reference units are       . 
4.6. Economic analysis 
The main objective of the system under study was to integrate the green energy sources in 
the energy grid supply with a good economic balance for the costumer. Thus, to fulfil the 
objective an evaluation of all the integrated energy systems is needed: producers, storage 
system, demand, and profits of the energy production. 
The system data including the parameters of different types of costs such as the production 
cost for each source or the penalization cost for each delay. Such parameters are included 
mostly in the following sections. 
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4.6.1. Production costs 
The cost associated to the energy production is given by the following equations, the 
equation (29) refers to the whole producers taking into account the power level of each 
source. The equation (30) refers to the whole time intervals. 
          ∑(         )
 
   
 
(29) 
               ∑         
 
   
 
(30) 
4.6.2. Storage Costs 
The total storage cost is given by the equation (31) that evaluates the energy level of the 
battery with a specific cost parameter. The equation (32) refers to the whole time horizon. 
          ∑            
 
   
 
(31) 
 
              ∑         
 
   
 
(32) 
4.6.3. Energy selling 
The energy sells depend on the local regulation and there are not  
The parameter         (   ) is a discretization of the other parameter             (   ) 
which has units of time. 
One of the advantages of producing the own energy is the possibility of be an energy 
supplier of the utility grid. The chance of include the economic profits of energy sales to the 
utility grid is represented by equation (33). The difference between the maximum power 
capacity of the suppliers and the power consumption for the producers is explained by 
equation (33). 
     ∑      
 
   
 ∑   
 
   
     
(33) 
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The sales are calculated using a specific sales parameter with the energy to be sold. 
Equation (34) refers to the whole time intervals. 
                    
(34) 
            ∑       
 
   
 
(35) 
4.7. Objective function 
The objective function of the mathematical model is to minimize the total cost. The total cost 
is the summation of the energy generation cost, storage cost, and sales profit. 
 
                                   
                         
(36) 
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5. Implementation and resolution of the model 
The mathematical model presented in this work is a mixed integer linear problem (MILP). 
This kind of problems can be solved with a deterministic solver. The software chosen to 
resolve the optimization was GAMS, which offers his weakness and strongholds to find an 
optimal solution. 
This solution includes a numeric value of the objective function which is the objective 
evaluation of the project. But also the results offer a determination of important variables of 
the model that characterize the whole solution. This solution is analysed with an 
implementation tool specifically created for this project to obtain the most information 
possible.  
5.1. Linear programming 
Linear programming is a mathematical method for achieving an optimal solution of a 
problem. This technique optimizes a linear objective function subject to linear constraints that 
represents the mathematical model of a problem. The typical characterization of linear 
programming is represented by a polyhedron which the intersections between function 
constraints contains the feasible region. The optimization algorithm or solver finds the point in 
the polyhedron which this objective function has the minimum or maximum value if such a 
point exists. 
5.1.1. Mixed and integer linear programming (MILP) 
There are some kinds of problems that its particularities must consider binary solutions suited 
in the feasible region. These problems have to determine variable options within only two 
possibilities. There are many system characterizations that make use of this mathematical 
tool to define its behavior. 
5.2. Implementation with GAMS  
The software used to resolve the model is GAMS (General Algebraic Model System). This 
optimization package has its own high level programming language and it supports different 
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solvers.1 Some of these solvers are freeware and others are commercial solvers for this 
program frame and need a licence. The solver used in this optimization is the Cplex solver by 
IBM which is a linear solver. The reason to choose GAMS is that it has an algebraic 
language modelling structure and it allows possible non-linarites in the future. 
 
Figure 4 GAMS program frame 
5.2.1. GAMS terminology 
The GAMS program has its own terminology and characteristics and it has been designed 
for modelling and solving linear, nonlinear, and mixed-integer optimization problems. One of 
its main characteristics is the indexation of all its equations whether they are constraints or 
objective function. 
 
Figure 5 GAMS nomenclature of elements 
                                                
 
 
1
 More information about GAMS in www.gams.com 
GAMS
Compiling the model
Optimization
Model
Data
Results
Set Data set
Subset Data subset inside the set
Table Data table
Parameter Problem parameters
Scalar Scalar number definition
Variables Variables of the problem
Positive Variables Variables which needs to be positive
Binary Variables Binary variables of the problem
Equations Equations included in the problem
Model Model indication
Solve Solver indication to be used
Display Indication of what kind of variables we would show
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6. Engineering Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
This project has been modelled in GAMS but to understand and manage the information has 
been developed a graphical user interface (GUI) in Excel Vba. Nowadays Excel is the most 
popular spreadsheet in the world, and with visual basic macros it becomes a much more 
powerful tool. 
The GUI application organizes and clarifies the input and output information. It automatically 
changes the range of parameters and sets according to specifications of users and also it 
plots and represents automatically the optimization results. Before to start this project and 
especially during the programming time, this application has been extremely useful to 
understand the evolution of constraints. 
The proposal of this work is an integrated solution to manage the input data like power limits 
of each demand, a number of intervals or the capacity of storage. All of this data is prepared 
outside GAMS in order to organize the limits. The output data that GAMS generates is 
redirected to an Excel spreadsheet. 
6.1. Conceptual design 
The responsibility of an engineer in this work is to understand and validate the optimized 
results. The optimization software takes numerical values with mathematical consistency but 
without any conceptual validation. With the aid of this application the analyst could 
understand the solution and determine if it has sense in the system. The process engineer 
chooses the most important information that represents the key points of the problem and 
decides the way the user receives this information to understand the behaviour of the 
system. 
In a real world organization, probably these design information rules has to be proposed by 
an analyst and transmitted to IT department to design a finally graphical product for final 
users. Obviously there is not the point of this project to build a final GUI, but the necessary 
information structure is proposed with the tools of an engineer. 
6.1.1. Programming input and output data 
GAMS is a very powerful optimization tool and it has been used in engineering with great 
results, in academic and industrial environment. Nevertheless one of his lacks or weakness 
is the management of information. It doesn’t have any visualisation complement or integrated 
data tool to support this functionality. 
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The algebraic problems that GAMS has to solve use a very large number of information: sets 
of devices, variables, parameters, etc. This information is difficult to introduce and is also 
difficult to manage when the user wants to optimize different case studies with the same 
model. Moreover GAMS has not a supporting tool to represent results in graphics or 
descriptive tables. The numerical results are difficult to understand for the modeller and also 
for external analyser. 
GAMS has a lot of communication possibilities with other environments. This point is up to 
user to find the best way to manage this information. This author has developed a 
relationship between GAMS and Excel in order to use Excel like a database for both input 
and output data. Moreover excel is the most common tool to manage the information actually 
and it also has used to graphing the most interesting results. 
 
Figure 6  Transferring information 
With this objective GDXXRW utility1 which is a solution proposed by GAMS enterprise, has 
been used to call an Excel spreadsheet from GAMS and to send information to the same 
Excel file. This utility uses GDX files, which are files own to GAMS, to transfer data to Excel. 
The following code lines shows how GAMS calls a file called MOIMED.xlsm, transferred the 
previously specified information to MOIMED.gdx file and load them to the model. 
$CALL GDXXRW MOIMED.xlsm @nobadis1.txt 
$GDXIN MOIMED.gdx 
Set i,k,r(i),j,n,f,Jf(j,f); 
$LOAD i k r j n f Jf 
$GDXIN 
Finally the next code line represents how GAMS transfer variables and parameters to 
MOIMED.xlsm file with also the utility GDXXRW.exe utility. More detailed code lines can be 
read at ANNEX I  
                                                
 
 
1
 More information about GDX utilities in GAMS at http://www.gams.com/dd/docs/tools/gdxutils.pdf 
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execute 'gdxxrw.exe MOIMED.gdx Output=moimed.xlsm Squeeze=N var=P.l 
rng=P! var=ST.l rng=ST! var=SP.l rng=SP! par=Pmax rng=Pmax!  par=Tin 
rng=Tin! rdim=2 cdim=0 
6.2. Project prototype in VBA  
Considering all of these necessities, an Excel spreadsheet prototype has connected to 
GAMS especially for this problem. The general structure of this prototype is represented in 
Figure 7. In this environment a VBA application has been developed to treat the numerous 
data of the problem statement, and automatize the visualization of solutions. 
 
Figure 7 Prototype GUI design 
This application has been used to compare different scenarios and to save data in the same 
format and style adapted to the problem requirements. The use of add-ins possibilities and 
plotting capabilities has helped to systematic analysis of information. Moreover all the 
general functions have been automatized to be more user friendly. 
 
Figure 8 Screenshot of GUI prototype 
With these basic programming capabilities of a chemical engineer, a primary solution of a 
graphical user interface has been successfully created. In a real world organization, next 
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step could be explaining to an IT department these prototype functionalities to develop a 
professional designed GUI. 
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7. Implementation and case study results 
This section presents the results of optimization the mathematical model. There is a demand 
allocation Gantt chart which represent the time scheduling energy loads. The other 
represented results are a power comparison of the supply and demand energy levels, a 
production of each kind of energy source and finally a storage level evolution at the time 
horizon. In the end, there is a study of economic benefits of applying this optimization 
including the objective values of total cost, energy purchases or energy sale. 
There are two frameworks where the same model has been applied. The first one represents 
an ideal farmhouse which comes from the original case study of this work. The farmhouse 
microgrid is divided in two different scenarios with two different time intervals. The first one 
has optimized in 15 time intervals of discretization and the second one has optimized with 
144 time slots. This study has the objective to illustrate the different results with different time 
intervals. 
The second framework represents an industrial microgrid which includes new energy supply 
sources and other energy demand requirments. With the same mathematical model of the 
previous case study, it has been applied at a different energetic environment. 
7.1. Farmhouse microgrid 
7.1.1. Simplified case 
This case is based on an ideal farmhouse that was the origin of this project. The 
mathematical model is the same for all cases. The real data obtained at the farmhouse has 
used to optimize the microgrid. The time horizon is divided in 15 time slots of 1 hour and 36 
minutes each one. This discretization is considered simplified respect others much more 
accurate. This decision affects all the following represented results.  
The most representative data to present is the energy potential of all kind of sources. The 
following list of values is the example studied of the nominal power of renewable and fuel-
dependent generators and power of utility grid purchased. 
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Table 1 Power availability for every kind of source in each interval 
Power level supplied by the first two renewable energy sources (i1 and i2), differs along the 
day and it depends on the weather conditions. The power level supplied by Diesel generator 
(i3) is the nominal power of diesel engine, and utility grid (i4) power is the power purchased 
by the farmhouse to the general grid. 
Power levels of renewable sources are not controllable levels, that means the system 
accepts all the power supplied by source or directly disconnect it of the system if it doesn’t 
need them. The amount of energy that exceeds the demand could be sold to the utility grid.  
Other important information to present before to solve the optimization is the power demand. 
This farmhouse has not very high consumptions of energy but it can illustrate this preliminary 
case. In Table 2 there are showed a set of consumers (j) in its different repetitions (f) of 
consumptions during the time horizon of the day.  
 
Table 2 Nominal power (PN) for each consumer (j) in every repetition (f) 
7.1.1.1. Demand allocation 
This point is one of the most representatives of this work. Figure 9 shows the Gantt chart of 
energy loads during the time horizon and divides for each time interval. The blue spaces 
represent the energy demand, in units of [periods], of consumer j in every repetition f located 
during discretized time horizon. The white spaces represent the open window of time where 
demand load could be located. These margins represent the time bounds of scheduling area. 
Sources n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15
PV (i1) 0 0 0 2 8 3 0 1 8 0 1 8 8 0 0
Wind (i2) 4 5 8 7 3 2 7 8 6 4 1 2 5 0 7
Diesel (i3) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Grid (i4) 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pmax(i,n) [kW]
consumers j1 j2 j2 j2 j2 j3 j3 j4 j4 j4 j5 j5 j6 j6 j7 j7 j7 j8 j8
frequencies f1 f1 f2 f3 f4 f1 f2 f1 f2 f3 f1 f2 f1 f2 f1 f2 f3 f1 f2
power 2,7 2,1 1,8 0,9 0,6 1,5 0,6 2,1 2,7 1,2 0,3 1,5 2,4 0,3 2,1 2,1 2,4 2,1 1,5
PN(j,f) [kW]
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Figure 9 Gantt chart of the demand allocation (blue) and the demand open window (white) 
The optimizer decides the energy loads schedule depending on the intensity of consumption, 
the available energy and the storage level. It is important to explain that there are no 
repetitions of the same consumer at the same interval. The first consumer j1 represents the 
house lighting of the farmhouse, and lasts along the day. 
7.1.1.2. Power levels 
Comparison between demand levels and power production is represented in Figure 10. It 
represents how energy balance is fulfilled. Moreover it shows which kind of energy is 
supplied at each period of time in any case. This power is part of the maximum power 
capacity also indicated in this graphic, but not reached.  
Renewables (i1, i2) provide energy to the Farmhouse except at the first and last periods of 
time when both battery and utility grid cover requirements. At the first part of the day 
(n1,n2,n3), the battery supplies part of the demand. At the last part of the day (n14,n15), and 
because the system has to reload the storage, purchasing energy of the Utility grid (i4) is 
revealed as the best option.  
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Figure 10 Power Correlation in on-line mode 
On the other hand, storage is involved in the way to satisfy the demand by the microgrid. Its 
behaviour is plotted in two kinds of graphics. Figure 11 represents the role of battery in 
balancing supply and demand, as shows equation (28). 
 
Figure 11 Storage energy flows at the microgrid, supplying and loading the system. 
Figure 12 shows the internal ideal input and output flows and the detailed battery level. The 
storage role in microgrids is crucial to support the management between controllable, non-
controllable suppliers and demand. Battery level is referred to left axis of the chart and 
represents a level of energy available. Storage level changes during the time horizon 
depending on the optimized management. During the day, the battery level drops to the 
lower level and after it is loaded by the renewable sources according to the optimization.  
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A remarkable issue is the storage level in the last period (n15), which is forced to be equal to 
the initial value (n1). 
 
Figure 12 Storage Level and internal input and output feeds. 
The battery inputs and outputs during time horizon studied in this work are referred to the 
right axis of the chart and represent a power supplied or received to the battery. This power 
is limited by the battery design. The brown and green lines represent these events and there 
are accorded to the variation of the storage level. 
7.1.1.3. Response to blackout situations 
One of the most important feature of microgrids is the isolated functionality. This situation can 
be derived in energy cuts, maintenance tasks, accidents or other problems of the main grid. 
This work considers blackout situations when the energy cannot be purchased. Table 3 
shows the sources availability in these circumstances, and Figure 13 the comparison 
between demand levels and power productions.  
 
Table 3 Power availability for every kind of source  
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Sources n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15
PV (i1) 0 0 0 2 8 3 0 1 8 0 1 8 8 0 0
Wind (i2) 4 5 8 7 3 2 7 8 6 4 1 2 5 0 7
Diesel (i3) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Grid (i4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pmax(i,n) [kW]
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Figure 13 Power correlate in off-line mode 
 
7.1.2. Rigorous case 
The previous case was an idealization of a real microgrid energy manager applied at the 
farmhouse. This case study has the same time horizon (24h), the same energy bounds and 
the same consumptions, but the difference is the time slots which are 144 instead of 15 slots 
of the previous case. It means time intervals of fifteen minutes. This discretization is 
considered much more accurate than the previous one. The optimization is better as more 
intervals in a time horizon.  
7.1.2.1. Demand allocation 
As in the previous case the most representative information of the problem is given by the 
Gantt chart of demand scheduling. The number of intervals is bigger than the others, the 
comparison between Figure 9 and Figure 14 shows the different allocation of some demand 
loads. This specification of the beginning and the final time of consumption can save a lot of 
energy or can fulfill the storage. If the system knows that a consumption is done, it doesen’t 
have to supply it with this energy. A higher number of time intervals can represent more 
accurate results but there are much more computation and analyze effort. 
Another consideration related to discretization is time horizon. This work considers one day, 
but the engineer could choose one month or one year. For these horizons the time intervals 
should be greater.  
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Figure 14 Gantt chart of the demand allocation (blue) and the demand open window (white) 
 
Figure 15 Gantt chart of the demand allocation for the simplified case 
 
7.1.2.2. Power levels 
Another important data to evaluate is energy production. Figure 16 shows the stacked power 
production of energy sources of the microgrid. The most expensive energy which is Diesel 
generation of electricity is the lowest used energy. The evolution of wind and photovoltaic 
power are accorded at its characteristics: a lot of variability of wind availability, and 
photovoltaic production limited by the daylight. When these suppliers cannot satisfy the 
demand, the utility grid is used to cover the lack of energy. 
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Figure 16 Different kinds of energy production 
7.1.2.3. Cost analysis 
In this case study it is important to show the energy surplus that can be used for other 
requirements or that can be sold. This project considers all this energy for selling and 
includes the derived profits in the economic balance. Figure 17 compares the energy used to 
supply the farmhouse and the energy sold to the grid, related to total amount of energy 
produced for all of sources. At the first time slots, sales cope the most part of production 
because the storage supplies the farmhouse. On the other side, at the end of the day the 
majority of energy is used to charge the battery. 
 
Figure 17 Stacked energy levels for different uses 
To confirm this idea, Figure 18 shows the power supplied at the first intervals of time 
horizon.  
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Figure 18 Power supplied by storage system 
Finally, economic evaluation shows the objective results of energy costs at the end of the 
day. Production costs (       ) of utility grid are variable during the whole day. At night the 
price is lower than during the daylight when the general consumptions are greater. The 
cheapest energies are the most consumed during the day, this point has two reasons: the 
first one is the operational cost, and the second one is the admission of all the power supply 
of the renewable sources. 
 
Table 4 Economic resume of the daily costs 
7.2. Industrial Microgrid 
7.2.1. Rigourous case 
This case study has the aim of testing the optimization model in an industrial productive 
process. The differences between the previous case-study are the power level of the plant, 
the capacity of selling energy to the outside main grid and a new energy source of the 
industrial microgrid. As it has been introduced in the first part of this work, the energy has 
been including in the plant planification such a one of the elements to decide its scheduling. 
Industrial plants and especially chemical plants sometimes produce wastes at the end or in 
the middle of its production processes. These wastes can be reused at the same plant, send 
them to other interested plants or used to provide other services for the same process. The 
energy recycling is one of the more interesting processes that could put into practice an 
Sources c_Pro(i,n) [€/kW·h] kW·h/day [€]
i1 0 187,00 0
i2 0 366,33 0
i3 0,41 8,17 1,67
i4 0,13 / 0,03 147,64 16,52
18,20
24,95
-6,75
Production Cost (operational)
Total Cost [€/day]
Production and purchase Cost
Energy Sales
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enterprise. This chapter introduces a Combined Head and Power (CHP) (Image 3) plant as 
an energy source of the industrial microgrid. This source uses wastes of the same plant to 
produce electricity and thermal energy. In this case, thermal energy is omitted and it will be 
proposed as a future work at the end of this thesis. Electricity is included as a controllable 
generator of energy source. 
 
Image 3 Combined Heat and Power plant 
Table 5 shows the power limits of differents energy sources. These values are variable 
during the day. Renewables (i1, i2) are not controllable generators and the maximum power 
level is the equipment design limit. The rest of energy sources are controllable generators, 
and the user can regulate its supply. All of the following energy sources can be switched off 
during the day. 
 
Table 5 Production variance of all of energy source of microgrid 
The industrial production process consists of a four different units ( j ) which has up to 3 
repetitions ( f ) each one. Every unit has minimal initial time and maximum final time that 
correspond to a time window which the consumption should be located. Table 6 shows the 
nominal power of the consumptions involved in the process.  
Source Pmax (i,n) [kW]
PV (i1) 50
Wind (i2) 40
Diesel (i3) 12
Utility Grid (i4) 20
CHP (i5) 30
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Table 6 Nominal power (PN) for each consumer (j) in every repetition (f). 
7.2.1.1. Demand allocation 
Figure 19 represents the optimized demand allocation of the process production in every 
unit (j) of production plant. The time horizon is a day, and it has been discretized in 288 
intervals of 5 minutes. The red bars represent the whole consumption time of each part of the 
process, at the mathematical model this parameter is  (   ) . The white bars bounds 
represent the time limits, and at mathematical model are    (   ) and      (   ). For 
example, the first consumption (j1f1) could start at interval n=72 (6:00h am) and could finish 
at interval n=168 (14:00h). It lasts 4 hours or 48 periods of time (n) which must be located 
inside this interval of the day (6:00h to 14:00h).  
As Figure 19 shows, there are two main parts of the day when the industrial consumption is 
higher. The working day starts at period n=48 (4:00h am) when unit j3 starts its consumption. 
This unit has three repetitions during the day and finish its activity at period n=252 (21:00h). 
Industrial activity finishes at the end of the second repetition of unit two (j2f2) period n=282 
(23:30h). 
 
Figure 19 Demand allocation within the time horizon 
Discretization implies to round up the high margin through the following interval, and round 
down the lower bound to the previous side interval. This approximation implies a distribution 
of energy through the whole time of intervals which cannot be equal to             (   ). 
consumers j1 j1 j1 j2 j2 j3 j3 j3 j4 j4
repetition f1 f2 f3 f1 f2 f1 f2 f3 f1 f2
81 63 54 27 18 45 18 63 81 36
PN(j,f) [kW]
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7.2.1.2. Power levels 
Figure 20 represents the different sources that supply the industry. It shows wind source 
(blue) which produces energy during the whole day, and photovoltaic energy (yellow). The 
other suppliers have not the same relevance as renewables. There are a lot of discretized 
information in a one single figure due to the length of time intervals, and could be difficult to 
understand. Figure 21 is exactly the same graphic but in a small interval of 12h of the same 
day and in the same conditions. 
 
Figure 20 Power levels of supply energy sources 
 
Figure 21 Power levels of supply sources in 12h 
Storage is a very important device in microgrids. The evolution of energy level in storage is 
represented in Figure 22. This battery has a maximum level of stored energy of 6 kWh. 
Batteries cannot be withdrawn without causing serious and often irreparable damages. This 
characteristic called Depth of Discharge (DOD) determines the fraction of power that can be 
withdrawn from the battery. As it shows Figure 22 this limit is in 2 kWh. The evolution of this 
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resource varies during the whole day and it has an important role. At the end of the day the 
storage level returns to the same point as at the beginning due to a mathematical constraint. 
 
Figure 22 Energy level of storage system. 
 
7.2.1.3. Cost analysis 
Economic evaluation of this particular case study is presented in Table 7. The operation cost 
of energetic sources are showed at first column c_Pro(i,n). Except Utility grid (i4), which 
varies its price during the day (0,17€/kWh) and during the night between 0:00h to 6:00h (0,12 
€/kWh), all of the costs are constant in a day. The most expensive energy is provided by 
Diesel generator (0,41€/kWh), and in this particularly case study the system doesn’t need to 
use it. Wind energy is the highest contributor to the system but both renewables are used 
similarly. 
Finally, storage cost and energy sales are represented above.  
 
Table 7 Economic results of Industrial case study 
Sources c_Pro(i,n) [€/kW·h] P(i) [kW·h/day] Cost [€]
i1 0 332,33 0
i2 0 356,25 0
i3 0,41 0,00 0,00
i4 0,17 / 0,12 129,32 19,42
i5 0,15 249,17 37,38
56,79
7,87
6,13
58,54
19902,19Annual Total Cost [€/year]
Production Cost (operational)
Energy Sales
Production and purchase Cost
Total Cost [€/day]
Storage Cost
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7.2.2. Response to blackout situations 
The model should be flexible enough to cope with the variable circumstances of industrial 
environment. Microgrids are energy systems integrated to the general power grid although 
they can operate isolated from the general utility grid. Otherwise microgrids are technical 
complex systems and may suffer breakdowns or blackouts due to maintenance service or 
energy cuts. 
Figure 23 represents the response of a blackout situation produced for 1h, from 15h to 16h. 
The system takes energy from the Diesel generator (i5, red) during this period. Figure 24 
shows how the energy management system has charged previously the batteries and how 
this energy is used during the energy cuts. 
 
Figure 23 Evolution of power sources to renewable cuts in Microgrids 
 
Figure 24 Comparation between energy cut and storage response 
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7.2.2.1. Cost analysis 
Economic evaluation of this particular case study is presented in Table 8. The operation cost 
of energetic sources is higher than in the previous case study due to the energy cut of one 
hour during the day. The energy costs showed at first column c_Pro(i,n) are exactly the same 
but the difference is in the energy consumption of renewable sources. In this case Diesel 
generator (i5) has a supply activity during the day (see Figure 23).  
 
Table 8 Economic results of industrial blackout 
Sources c_Pro(i,n) [€/kW·h] P(i) [kW·h/day] Cost [€]
i1 0 298,33 0
i2 0 333,58 0
i3 0,41 6,22 2,55
i4 0,17 / 0,12 159,72 24,59
i5 0,15 269,97 40,50
67,63
7,87
6,05
69,45
23612,14Annual Total Cost [€/year]
Production Cost (operational)
Energy Sales
Production and purchase Cost
Total Cost [€/day]
Storage Cost
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8. Study of environmental impact 
In this chapter the environmental impact of applying an energy management tool is studied. 
This impact is related to the microgrids described at the lasts points or similar microgrids. 
The other environmental impacts related to consumer goods used to develop this project 
itself are not considered in this chapter.  
8.1. Negative Impacts 
Implementation of distributed generation of energy could produce some wastes 
characteristics of physical design devices. These wastes must be correctly treated according 
to the current legislation1 and it is recommended to contact with technical services of energy 
devices. Storage systems and other elements have to be replaced at the end of its life cycle. 
Furthermore, it is recommended to search local services of waste treatment of these kinds of 
wastes. 
On the other hand there exist negative environmental impacts related to soil, air, water, flora, 
fauna, landscape and others. Installing big wind turbines and solar panels, especially when 
these devices have designed to supply industrial cases, could produce environmental 
impacts related to the landscape and fauna. 
8.2. Positive Impacts 
The most positive impact of establishing an energy management tool is the capacity of 
rationalizes the energy consumption. Moreover, installing renewable energy sources avoids 
the generation of CO2 as part of the gases responsible for the greenhouse effect. Another 
environmental consideration is the possibility of schedule the process production with this 
information. Thus, energy savings can be part of process production parameters as member 
of the whole data of the enterprise. Finally, using this energy management tool could 
optimize the design requirements of future sizing of microgrids. 
                                                
 
 
1
 Real Decreto 208/2005 sobre aparatos eléctricos y electrónicos y la gestión de sus residuos (Vigente 
hasta el 01 de Junio de 2015) 
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9. Economic analysis and budget of the project 
This section estimates the economic analysis of introduce this energy management tool in an 
industrial microgrid. Different situations have been studied to compare and justify the 
application of the present optimization software in an existent microgrid or not. 
Furthermore this section estimates the cost of the project for a potential client or budget. 
9.1. Budget 
The following tables represent the cost of the developed project itself. To carry out this 
budget, it is assumed that the project costs are derived only exclusively on the activity carried 
out by the author of the self in relation to the various tasks that this entails 
 
Table 9 Economic budget 
 
Item Concept Cost/u [€] Units Total Cost [€]
30% depreciation of personal computer 1000 1 300
Folder and other material 20 1 20
10% depreciation 1500 1 150
Engineer Hours 21€/h 910 19110
Transport 0,11€/km 2000 220
Expenses 10€/u 10 100
Electricity 10€/mes 8 80
Internet 5€/mes 8 40
20020
1001
21021
4414,41
25435,41
Execution budget
5% incidentals
Budget without VAT
21% VAT (Spain)
Total budget
BUDGET
Office Equipment
Staff costs
Software Licence
Consumes
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Table 10 Engineering hours of this project 
Division of Engineering hours hours [h] Cost [€]
Research and trainning 50 1050
GAMS trainning 40 840
Documentation 35 735
Planification and objective developement 65 1365
Modelling and development 170 3570
Testing and improving optimatization 120 2520
Results analysis 90 1890
Automatixation of analysis 150 3150
Write up the document 130 2730
Revision and 60 1260
TOTAL 910 19110
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10. Conclusions 
This work proposes a management tool of distributed energy systems. Microgrids can 
optimize the production and distribution in a decentralized system. The proposed tool 
includes energy demand as an optimization variable. That means it is one of the production 
process decisions of the system.  
A mathematical model has been developed to represent distribution of energy between 
sources, storage and consumption points. This model employs a discrete time horizon. 
Moreover, energy and operation costs have been introduced to the model to describe an 
economic objective function. Finally this model has been implemented in commercial 
optimization software. 
One of the main features of this work is the demand management as an optimized decision 
of the whole production process. Within limited time bounds, the optimizer determines when 
energy consumption starts. Another feature of the management tool is the capacity to be 
implemented in different environments and situations. Firstly, it has been implemented to a 
farmhouse with two kind of time discretization length. Finally the model has been 
implemented in an industrial environment. 
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been created to easily manage the amount of project 
data. This platform has been developed in Excel platform and contains the information to 
send to and receive from the optimizer. Moreover, this GUI automatizes the information 
treatment that simplifies and clarifies the results information. 
10.1. Future Work  
The further work related to this topic has a lot of implementations in various fields. In the area 
of Process System Engineering, online operation, scheduling and rescheduling optimization 
could be one of the points to study. Another one could be event forecasting and 
meteorological uncertainty. Finally the system could include other types of energy such as 
thermal energy, for example the use of various types of steam in a chemical plant. 
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Annex I: Source code of implementation of 
mathematical model equations in GAMS 
GAMS has its own programming language. This code has different parts: reading information 
from Excel, model equations and finally the output of results. 
 
******************************************************************************** 
*                                NOBADIS SCHEDULING                            * 
******************************************************************************** 
*OPTIONS 
OPTION iterlim=10000000; 
OPTION reslim=10000000; 
OPTION optca=0; 
OPTION optcr=0; 
******************************************************************************** 
*Sets&Subsets 
$onecho > nobadis1.txt 
Set=i rng=Sets&Parameters!a4 Rdim=1 
Set=k rng=Sets&Parameters!b4 Rdim=1 
Set=r rng=Sets&Parameters!c4 Rdim=1 
Set=f rng=Sets&Parameters!d4 Rdim=1 
Set=j rng=Moimed!l8 Rdim=1 
Set=n rng=Moimed!g6 Rdim=1 
Set=Jf rng=Moimed!o8 Rdim=2 
$offecho 
$CALL GDXXRW MOIMED.xlsm @nobadis1.txt 
$GDXIN MOIMED.gdx 
Set i,k,r(i),j,n,f,Jf(j,f); 
$LOAD i k r j n f Jf 
$GDXIN 
*Parameters 
$onecho > nobadis2.txt 
par=PN rng=moimed!al8 Rdim=2 
par=PNk rng=Sets&Parameters!k3:l3 Rdim=1 Cdim=0 
par=EDem rng=moimed!z8 Rdim=2  Cdim=0 
par=Pmin rng=production!a23 Rdim=1 Cdim=1 
par=Pmax rng=production!a10 Rdim=1 Cdim=1 
par=c_pro rng=costs!a10 Rdim=1 Cdim=1 
par=ST0 rng=Sets&Parameters!f3:g3 Rdim=1 
par=STmin rng=Sets&Parameters!f6:g6 Rdim=1 Cdim=0 
par=STmax rng=Sets&Parameters!h6:i6 Rdim=1 Cdim=0 
par=c_sto rng=Sets&Parameters!h3:i3 Rdim=1 Cdim=0 
par=Tin rng=moimed!ad8 Rdim=2 Cdim=0 
par=Tfmax rng=moimed!ah8 Rdim=2 Cdim=0 
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par=Duration rng=moimed!z8 Rdim=2  Cdim=0 
par=RealDuration rng=moimed!ap8 Rdim=2  Cdim=0 
par=DT rng=moimed!c17 Dim=0 
par=E_price rng=Sets&Parameters!l5 Dim=0 
par=YST rng=Sets&Parameters!g8 Dim=0 
$offecho 
$CALL GDXXRW MOIMED.xlsm @nobadis2.txt 
$GDXIN MOIMED.gdx 
Parameters Pmin(i,n),Pmax(i,n), EDem(j,f), STmin(k), STmax(k),c_pro(i,n),c_sto(k),Tin(j,f), Tfmax(j,f), DT, ST0(k), 
PN(j,f), PNk(k), Duration(j,f), RealDuration(j,f), E_price, YST; 
$LOAD Pmin Pmax EDem STmin STmax c_pro c_sto Tin Tfmax DT ST0 PN PNk Duration RealDuration E_price 
YST 
$GDXIN 
Alias(n,nn); 
Scalar BigM big-M value /300/; 
Positive variables 
P(i,n) Power supply of source i at interval n [kW] 
PT(n) Total power supply at interval n [kW] 
ST(k,n) Energy storage level of system k at the end of the interval t [kW·h] 
SP(k,n) Energy supplied by system k during interval t [kW·h] 
Load(k,n) Power supplied to load system k during interval t [kW] 
Ts(j,f) Initial time for each task j [intervals] 
Tf(j,f) Final time for each task j [intervals] 
Demand(j,f,n) 
*Demj(j,f,n) Energy demand of each device within each interval n [kW·h] 
PDemand(j,f,n) Power demand of each device within each interval n [kW] 
*DemTotj(j,n) Total energy demand of each device j at interval n [kW·h] (OPCIONAL) 
DemTot(n) Total energy at interval n [kW·h] 
PDemTot(n) Total power at interval n [kW] 
Pg(n) Power supplied by the Utility Grid [kW·h] 
Sales(n) Sales [€] 
TotalSales Total Sales [€] 
Variables 
CostPro(n) Production cost at interval t [€] 
CostSto(n) Storage cost at interval t [€] 
CostPen(j,f) Penalty cost at interval t [€] 
TotalCostPro Total production cost [€] 
TotalCostSto Total storage cost [€] 
TotalCostPen Total penalty cost [€] 
TotalCost Objective function [€] 
Binary variables 
X(i,n) Binary variable indicating whether or not supply i is used at interval n 
Y(j,f,n) Binary variable indicating if consumer j in frequency f starts its consumption at interval n 
Z(j,f,n) Binary variable indicating if consumer j in frequency f finishes its consumption at interval n 
W(j,f,n) Binary variable indicating if consumer j is active at interval n 
Equations 
r1a Energy production constraint (Pmin<P). 
r1b Energy production constraint (P<Pmax). 
*r1c 
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r2 Total power production for each interval. 
r3 Storage constraint (SEmin<SE). 
r3a Storage constraint (SE<SEmax). 
r4 SP constraint (SP<PNk). 
r4a Load constraint (Load<PNk). 
r4b Nivell de potència de la batería. 
r5a Energy supplied from system k (t=0). 
r6 Starting time consumption constraint for each device j at period t (t<tmin). 
r6a Starting time consumption constraint for each device j at period t (t<tmax). 
r7 Final time consumption for each device j. 
r8 Big-M constraint in order to calculate the value of Z. 
r8a Big-M constraint in order to calculate the value of Z. 
r9 Big-M constraint in order to calculate the value of Y. 
r9a Big-M constraint in order to calculate the value of Y. 
r10 There can be no overlap of the same device j in frequency f.    ?? 
r11a It is necessary to have a initial time period for each conumption. 
r11b It is necessary to have a final period for every consumption. 
r11c This constraint don't let a continuous consumption at the end of the time horizon. 
r11d Definition of variable W. 
*r11e Condition of no overlap. 
*r12b Total energy demand for each device j at period t [kW·h]. 
*r12c Total power demand for each device j at period t [kW]. 
r12d Total energy demand. 
r12e Total demand at period n [kW·h]. 
r13 Energy flows balance. 
r14 Production cost at period t [€]. 
r14a Total production cost [€]. 
r15 Storage cost at period t [€] 
r15a Total storage cost [€]. 
r17a Power supplied to the electrical grid at each interval [kW]. 
r17b Energy Sales for each instant [€]. 
r17c Total energy sales [€] 
r18 Total cost [€] (objective function). 
******************************************************************************** 
*ENERGY PRODUCTION.Production remains constant during the discretization interval 
r1a(i,n).. Pmin(i,n)*X(i,n) =l= P(i,n); 
r1b(i,n).. Pmax(i,n)*X(i,n) =g= P(i,n); 
r2(n).. PT(n) =e= sum(i, P(i,n)); 
******************************************************************************** 
*ENERGY STORAGE CONSTRAINTS (capacity and balance). 
r3(k,n).. STmin(k) =l= ST(k,n); 
r3a(k,n).. STmax (k) =g= ST(k,n); 
r4(k,n).. SP(k,n) =l= PNk(k); 
r4a(k,n).. Load(k,n) =l= PNk(k); 
r4aa(k,n).. sum(i,P(i,n)) =g= Load(k,n); 
*At the end of time horizon, the battery level must be equal to the initial one 
r4b(k,n)$(ord(n) eq 144).. ST(k,n)=e=ST0(k); 
*Battery balance, and initial conditions 
r5a(k,n)$(ord(n) eq 1).. ST(k,n) =e= ST0(k); 
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r5b(k,n)$(ord(n) eq 2).. Load(k,n)*DT - SP(k,n)*DT =e= ST(k,n) - ST0(k); 
r5c(k,n)$(ord(n) gt 2).. Load(k,n)*DT - SP(k,n)*DT =e= ST(k,n) - ST(k,n-1)*YST; 
******************************************************************************** 
*Time constraints about beginning, final and duration time [intervals] 
r6(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. Ts(j,f) =g= Tin(j,f); 
r6a(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. Ts(j,f) =l= Tfmax(j,f) - Duration(j,f); 
r7(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. Tf(j,f) =e= Ts(j,f) + Duration (j,f); 
******************************************************************************** 
*Big-M Constraints to fix the binary variables 
*(Y=0 if n is not equal to Ts, and Y=0 or 1 if n=Ts) 
r8(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. (ord(n) - Ts(j,f)) - (1-Y(j,f,n))*BigM =l= 0; 
r8a(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. (ord(n) - Ts(j,f)) + (1-Y(j,f,n))*BigM =g= 0; 
*(Z=0 if n is not equal to Ts, and Z=0 or 1 if n=Ts) 
r9(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. (ord(n)+1 - Tf(j,f)) - (1-Z(j,f,n))*BigM =l= 0; 
r9a(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. (ord(n)+1 - Tf(j,f)) + (1-Z(j,f,n))*BigM =g= 0; 
r10(j,n).. sum(f$Jf(j,f),Y(j,f,n)) - sum(f$Jf(j,f),Z(j,f,n)) =l= 1; 
r11a(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. sum(n$(ord(n)<=Tfmax(j,f)-Duration(j,f)),Y(j,f,n)) =e= 1; 
r11b(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. sum(n$(ord(n)<=Tfmax(j,f)),Z(j,f,n)) =e= 1; 
*This constraint don't let a continuous consumption at the end of the time horizon. 
r11c(j,f)$(Jf(j,f)).. sum(n,Y(j,f,n)) =e= sum(n,Z(j,f,n)); 
*Definition of variable W: 
r11d(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. W(j,f,n) =e= sum(nn$(ord(n)>=ord(nn)), Y(j,f,nn))-sum(nn$(ord(n)>ord(nn)), Z(j,f,nn)); 
******************************************************************************** 
*DEMAND CONSTRAINTS 
r12a(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. Demand(j,f,n) =e= PN(j,f)*(RealDuration(j,f)/Duration(j,f))*(W(j,f,n)); 
r12d(n).. DemTot(n) =e= sum((j,f)$(Jf(j,f)), Demand(j,f,n)); 
r12dd(j,f,n)$(Jf(j,f)).. PDemand(j,f,n) =e= PN(j,f)*(W(j,f,n)); 
r12e(n).. PDemTot(n) =e= sum((j,f)$(Jf(j,f)), PDemand(j,f,n)); 
*Energy Balance 
r13(n).. sum(k,SP(k,n))*DT + PT(n)*DT - DemTot(n) - sum(k,Load(k,n))*DT =e= 0; 
******************************************************************************** 
*COSTS. 
r14(n).. CostPro(n) =e= sum(i, c_pro(i,n)*P(i,n)*DT); 
r14a.. TotalCostPro =e= sum(n, CostPro(n)); 
r15(n).. CostSto(n) =e= sum(k, c_sto(k)*ST(k,n)); 
r15a.. TotalCostSto =e= sum(n, CostSto(n)); 
******************************************************************************** 
*SELLING to the Grid. 
r17a(n).. Pg(n) =e= sum(i, Pmax(i,n)) - sum(i, P(i,n)); 
r17b(n).. Sales(n) =e= Pg(n)*DT*E_Price; 
r17c.. TotalSales =e= sum(n, Sales(n)); 
******************************************************************************** 
*OBJECTIVE FUNCTION. 
r18.. TotalCost =e= TotalCostPro+TotalCostSto-TotalSales; 
******************************************************************************** 
*SOLUTION. 
option mip=cplex; 
Model SC /all/ 
Solve SC min TotalCost using mip 
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DisplayP.l,ST.l,SP.l,PT.l,Load.l,Ts.l,Tf.l,PDemand.l,DemTot.l,PDemTot.l, 
CostPro.l,TotalCostPro.l,CostSto.l,TotalCostSto.l,TotalCost.l,X.l,Y.l,Z.l,W.l,Pg.l,Sales.l, TotalSales.l; 
Display 
i,r,j,k,f,n,Jf,Pmin,Pmax,STmin,STmax,c_pro,c_sto,Tin,Tfmax,DT,ST0,PN,PNk,Duration,RealDuration,E_Price,YST
,EDem; 
OUTPUT TO EXCEL SPREADSHEET 
********************************************************************************************************************************* 
execute_unload "MOIMED.gdx" P.l ST.l SP.l PT.l Load.l DemTot.l PDemTot.l Ts.l Tf.l X.l Y.l Z.l W.l Pg.l CostPro.l 
TotalCostPro.l CostSto.l TotalCostSto.l TotalCost.l Pmax Tin Tfmax PN Duration DT 
** 
execute 'gdxxrw.exe MOIMED.gdx Output=moimed.xlsm Squeeze=N var=P.l rng=P! var=ST.l rng=ST! var=SP.l 
rng=SP! var=Load.l rng=Load! var=PT.l rng=PT!  par=Pmax rng=Pmax!  var=DemTot.l rng=DemTot!  
var=PDemTot.l rng=PDemTot!  var=Pg.l rng=Pg! var=TotalCost.l rng=TotalCost! par=Tin rng=Tin! rdim=2 cdim=0 
par=Tfmax rng=Tfmax! rdim=2 cdim=0 var=Ts.l rng=Ts! rdim=2 cdim=0 var=Tf.l rng=Tf! rdim=2 cdim=0 
par=Duration rng=Duration! rdim=2 cdim=0 par=DT rng=DT!' 
*=============================================================================== 
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Annex II: Source code of Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) 
This Annex II contains the source code developed for the Graphical User Interface (GUI). It 
has been chosen the most representative action of this platform in this chapter. All this code 
has developed in Visual Basic platform inside the Microsoft Excel environment. 
Source code of automatization the Gantt chart 
This source code has developed in Visual Basic platform, in Microsoft Excel environment. 
 
Sub GanttChartt() 
' 
'GanttChartt Macro 
'Crea una nova fulla "WHEN" 
'Crea el Gantt Chartt anomenat "Full Gantt Chart" complet 
 
'Afegeix la pestanya "WHEN" per ubicar-hi el GanttChart 
    ActiveWindow.ScrollWorkbookTabs Position:=xlLast 
    Sheets.Add After:=Sheets(Sheets.Count) 
    ActiveSheet.Select 
    ActiveSheet.Name = "WHEN" 
' 
'Seleccionem les columnes que necessitem per confeccionar el Gantt-Chart 
    Sheets("Tin").Select 
    Range(Cells(1, 1), Cells(1, 2).End(xlDown)).Select 
    Selection.Copy 
    Sheets("WHEN").Select 
    Range("A2").Select 
    ActiveSheet.Paste 
' 
'Titula les columnes a graficar 
    Range("D1").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Tin-0,5" 
    Range("E1").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Ts-Tin" 
    Range("F1").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Tf-Ts" 
    Range("G1").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Tfmax-Tf" 
' 
'Concatenem els consumidors i les freqüències per graficar l'eix d'abscisses 
    For i = 2 To 2000 
        'Finalització del bucle 
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        If Cells(i, 2) = "" Then 
            Exit For 
        End If 
        Cells(i, 3).Select 
        'Concatena els sets "j" i "f" per al Gantt 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=CONCATENATE(RC[-2],RC[-1])" 
        'Calcula les columnes del Gantt 
        Cells(i, 4).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=Tin!R[-1]C[-1]-0.5" 
        ' 
        Cells(i, 5).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=Ts!R[-1]C[-2]-Tin!R[-1]C[-2]" 
        ' 
        Cells(i, 6).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=Tf!R[-1]C[-3]-Ts!R[-1]C[-3]" 
        ' 
        Cells(i, 7).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=Tfmax!R[-1]C[-4]-Tf!R[-1]C[-4]" 
        ' 
    Next 
' 
'Insertem el gràgic de barres 2D que ens serveix de base pel diagrama de Gantt 
    Range("D2", Range("G2").End(xlDown)).Select 
    ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Select 
    ActiveChart.ChartType = xlBarStacked 
       'Selecciona el format 
       ActiveChart.ApplyLayout (1) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "=WHEN!$D$1" 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Values = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("D2", 
Range("D2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("C2", 
Range("C2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "=WHEN!$E$1" 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).Values = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("E2", 
Range("E2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("C2", 
Range("C2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).Name = "=WHEN!$F$1" 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).Values = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("F2", 
Range("F2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).XValues = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("C2", 
Range("C2").End(xlDown)) 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(4).Name = "=WHEN!$G$1" 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(4).Values = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("G2", 
Range("G2").End(xlDown)) 
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    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(4).XValues = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("When").Range("C2", 
Range("C2").End(xlDown)) 
    'Name of grafic 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects(1).Name = "Gantt Chart" 
    ' 
    'Treu la llegenda i posa l'eix horitzontal a dalt 
    ActiveChart.Legend.Select 
    Selection.Delete 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).Select 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).ReversePlotOrder = True 
    ' 
    'Selecciona les opcions de l'eix q interessen 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).Select 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScale = ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("Moimed").Range("C10") 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).MajorUnit = 5 
    ' 
    'Posa títol al gràfic un cop té el format amb títol i llegenda 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveChart.ChartTitle.Select 
    Selection.Caption = "Gantt Chart" 
    ' 
    'Modifica el format 
    Selection.Caption = "Gantt Chart" 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Select 
    Selection.Format.Fill.Visible = msoFalse 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(192, 0, 0) 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorBackground1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = -0.150000006 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorBackground1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = -0.150000006 
        .Solid 
    End With 
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    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(255, 0, 0) 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(4).Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(255, 0, 0) 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorBackground1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = -0.150000006 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).Select 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).HasMajorGridlines = True 
    ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select 
    With ActiveSheet.Shapes("Gantt Chart").Line 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorText1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = 0 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).MajorGridlines.Select 
    ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).Select 
    ActiveChart.ChartGroups(1).GapWidth = 6 
    ActiveChart.ChartGroups(1).GapWidth = 10 
    ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select 
    ActiveSheet.Shapes("Gantt Chart").Height = 283.4645669291 
    ActiveSheet.Shapes("Gantt Chart").Width = 992.125984252 
    ActiveSheet.Shapes("Gantt Chart").IncrementLeft -292.5 
    ActiveSheet.Shapes("Gantt Chart").IncrementTop -184.5 
    ActiveWindow.Zoom = 90 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).Select 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).TickLabelSpacing = 1 
    ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select 
    With Selection.Format.Line 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorText1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
    End With 
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' 
'Modificació del disseny del gràfic actual 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorAccent1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = 0 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(4).Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.ObjectThemeColor = msoThemeColorBackground1 
        .ForeColor.TintAndShade = 0 
        .ForeColor.Brightness = 0 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).Select 
    With Selection.Format.Fill 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 255) 
        .Transparency = 0 
        .Solid 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).MajorGridlines.Select 
    With Selection.Format.Line 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(0, 0, 0) 
        .Transparency = 0 
    End With 
    ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).MajorGridlines.Select 
    With Selection.Format.Line 
        .Visible = msoTrue 
        .ForeColor.RGB = RGB(0, 0, 0) 
        .Transparency = 0 
    End With 
    ' 
    'Movem el gràfic al lloc que toca 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Gantt Chart").Activate 
    ActiveChart.Parent.Cut 
    Range("A14").Select 
    ActiveSheet.Paste 
End Sub 
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Source code of editing time periods with the GUI intergace 
 
Sub Entrada_Temps() 
' 
Dim Msg As String 
' 
'Macro que calcula automàticament l'equivalència entre temps (min ó h) de 
'les freqüències introduïdes 
' 
For i = 8 To 2000 
    'Finalització del bucle 
    If Cells(i, 16).Value = "" Then 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
    ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    ''S'assegura que hem introduït un valor 
    'If Cells(i, 17).Value = "" & Cells(i, 18).Value = "" Then 
     'dialeg = MsgBox(Prompt:="You need to introduce the length of time", Buttons:=vbOK) 
    '    Exit Sub 
    'End If 
    ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    'Contempla el cas d'omplir els minuts 
    If Cells(i, 17).Value <> "" Then 
        Cells(i, 18).Select 
        'Calcula les hores corresponents 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=ROUND(RC[-1]/60,2)" 
    End If 
    ' 
    '''''''''''''''''' 
    ''Calcula els minuts i les hores equivalents als horaris d'inici i final 
    'Calcula el cas d'omplir les hores 
    If Cells(i, 17).Value = "" Then 
        Cells(i, 17).Select 
        'Calcula els minuts corresponents 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=RC[+1]*60" 
    End If 
    'Calcula els minuts corresponets Inici 
        Cells(i, 20).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=(RC[-1]-INT(RC[-1]))*1440" 
    'Calcula les hores corresponents Inici 
        Cells(i, 21).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=(RC[-2]-INT(RC[-2]))*24" 
        ' 
    'Calcula els minuts corresponents Final 
        Cells(i, 23).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=(RC[-1]-INT(RC[-1]))*1440" 
    'Calcula les hores corresponents Inici 
        Cells(i, 24).Select 
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        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=(RC[-2]-INT(RC[-2]))*24" 
     
Next 
' 
End Sub 
 
Source code of clear and restart the edition of GUI interface 
 
Sub Clear() 
' 
'Escollim tot el rang que es pot omplir 
ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(7, 12), Cells(7, 36).End(xlDown)).Select 
'Borrem el que hi hagi escrit 
Selection.ClearContents 
'El pintem amb el color de l'edició 
        With Selection.Interior 
        .Pattern = xlSolid 
        .PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic 
        .Color = 5296274 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .PatternTintAndShade = 0 
        End With 
'Borrem els marges 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal).LineStyle = xlNone 
' 
'Torna a la cel·la d'edició 
Sheets("MOIMED").Select 
Range("L5").Select 
' 
' 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Source code of editing time parameters of the model 
Sub parameters() 
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Call editar_Duration_GAMS 
Call editar_Tin_GAMS 
Call editar_Tfmax_GAMS 
 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Sub editar_Duration_GAMS() 
' 
'Macro que edita el paràmetre Duration(j,f) per que entri a GAMS 
'recull la informació que hem anat introduïnt i la posa en [períodes decimals] 
Dim i As Long 
Dim j As Long 
Dim Inici As Long 
''''' 
'Fixar el punt d'inici per escriure els consumidors on toqui (Idem frequències) 
Inici = 7 
'Des de 0 fins al nombre de consumidors 
For j = 0 To ActiveSheet.Cells(5, 12) 
    'Consumidor inicial 
    For i = 1 To ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
         
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 26).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = Cells(8 + j, 12) 
        ' 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 27).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "f" & i 
        'Calcula el nombre de periodes (no pot haver-hi decimals) 
        Cells(Inici + i, 28).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=ROUNDUP(RC[-11]/R8C3,0)" 
     
    Next 
    Inici = Inici + ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
Next 
''''' 
'Posa el nom del paràmetre, escriu el període correspoinet i edita la "gridline" 
'Posem marges on toca 
    Range(Cells(8, 26), Cells(7 + Inici - 7, 28)).Select 
    ' 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
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    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
'Posem títol als temps que volem que s'omplin 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(7, 28).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Duration(j,f)" 
'Ajustem la mida a les unitats 
        Columns("AB:AB").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
'Ajusta format 
    Range("AB7").Select 
    Selection.Font.Bold = True 
    Columns("AB:AB").Select 
    With Selection 
        .HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
        .VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
        .WrapText = False 
        .Orientation = 0 
        .AddIndent = False 
        .IndentLevel = 0 
        .ShrinkToFit = False 
        .ReadingOrder = xlContext 
        .MergeCells = False 
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    End With 
 
End Sub 
 
Sub editar_Tin_GAMS() 
' 
'Macro que edita el paràmetre Duration(j,f) per que entri a GAMS 
'recull la informació que hem anat introduïnt i la posa en [períodes decimals] 
Dim i As Long 
Dim j As Long 
Dim Inici As Long 
''''' 
'Fixar el punt d'inici per escriure els consumidors on toqui (Idem frequències) 
Inici = 7 
'Des de 0 fins al nombre de consumidors 
For j = 0 To ActiveSheet.Cells(5, 12) 
    'Consumidor inicial 
    For i = 1 To ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
         
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 30).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = Cells(8 + j, 12) 
        ' 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 31).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "f" & i 
        'Calcula el nombre de periodes amb decimals 
        Cells(Inici + i, 32).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=ROUNDDOWN(RC[-12]/R8C3,0)" 
     
    Next 
    Inici = Inici + ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
Next 
''''' 
'Posa el nom del paràmetre, escriu el període correspoinet i edita la "gridline" 
'Posem marges on toca 
    Range(Cells(8, 30), Cells(7 + Inici - 7, 32)).Select 
    ' 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
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        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
'Posem títol als temps que volem que s'omplin 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(7, 32).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Tin(j,f)" 
'Ajustem la mida a les unitats 
        Columns("AB:AB").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
'Ajusta format 
    Range("AF7").Select 
    Selection.Font.Bold = True 
    Columns("AF:AF").Select 
    With Selection 
        .HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
        .VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
        .WrapText = False 
        .Orientation = 0 
        .AddIndent = False 
        .IndentLevel = 0 
        .ShrinkToFit = False 
        .ReadingOrder = xlContext 
        .MergeCells = False 
    End With 
 
End Sub 
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Sub editar_Tfmax_GAMS() 
' 
'Macro que edita el paràmetre Duration(j,f) per que entri a GAMS 
'recull la informació que hem anat introduïnt i la posa en [períodes decimals] 
Dim i As Long 
Dim j As Long 
Dim Inici As Long 
''''' 
'Fixar el punt d'inici per escriure els consumidors on toqui (Idem frequències) 
Inici = 7 
'Des de 0 fins al nombre de consumidors 
For j = 0 To ActiveSheet.Cells(5, 12) 
    'Consumidor inicial 
    For i = 1 To ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
         
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 34).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = Cells(8 + j, 12) 
        ' 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(Inici + i, 35).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "f" & i 
        'Calcula el nombre de periodes amb decimals 
        Cells(Inici + i, 36).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=ROUNDUP(RC[-13]/R8C3,0)" 
     
    Next 
    Inici = Inici + ActiveSheet.Cells(8 + j, 13) 
Next 
''''' 
'Posa el nom del paràmetre, escriu el període correspoinet i edita la "gridline" 
'Posem marges on toca 
    Range(Cells(8, 34), Cells(7 + Inici - 7, 36)).Select 
    ' 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
    Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
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        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
    With Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal) 
        .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
        .ColorIndex = 0 
        .TintAndShade = 0 
        .Weight = xlThin 
    End With 
'Posem títol als temps que volem que s'omplin 
        ActiveSheet.Cells(7, 36).Select 
        ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Tfmax(j,f)" 
'Ajustem la mida a les unitats 
        Columns("AJ:AJ").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
'Ajusta format 
    Range("AJ7").Select 
    Selection.Font.Bold = True 
    Columns("AJ:AJ").Select 
    With Selection 
        .HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
        .VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
        .WrapText = False 
        .Orientation = 0 
        .AddIndent = False 
        .IndentLevel = 0 
        .ShrinkToFit = False 
        .ReadingOrder = xlContext 
        .MergeCells = False 
    End With 
 
End Sub 
